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A manga series that packs quite the punch! Nothing about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it

comes to superheroes, from his lifeless expression to his bald head to his unimpressive physique.

However, this average-looking guy has a not-so-average problem-he just can&#39;t seem to find an

opponent strong enough to take on! Saitama is now a certified hero! And with that title comes great

responsibility-he&#39;s required to perform one heroic deed per week. While Saitama makes the

rounds to meet his quota, and incoming threat from outer space is screeching toward Earth...
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Manga creator ONE began One-Punch ManÃ‚Â as a webcomic, which quickly went viral, garnering

over 10 million hits. In addition toÃ‚Â One-Punch Man, ONE writes and draws the seriesÃ‚Â Mob

Psycho 100 and Makai no Ossan.

As others have previously stated, it's a pretty quick read, but a really enjoyable one at that. Great

amount of humor and action scenes. Some of the action scenes in this volume, would be even more

beautiful if they were in color. If you haven't watched the anime yet, I highly recommend you do.

You won't be disappointed. Volume 4 includes:-Punch 21: Giant Meteor-Punch 22: Voices-Punch

23: Threat from the Sea-Punch 24: Deep Sea King-Bonus:PurisonAlthough Volume 4 comes with

only 4 chapters and a bonus, they are pretty page-lengthy chapters.



Volume 4 One Punch Man introduces us to Bang the third highest ranked hero of the association

and a martial arts master. At the end of volume introduces us to the deep sea king, which a

personal favorite arc of the series. It also briefly introduces us to several other heroes that will

appear throughout the series. As a note fight scenes can get a bit graphic at times.

City Z is about to be obliterated by a massive meteor. S-Class heroes can't stop it, but Saitama --

One-Punch Man -- is able to break it up and head off a total disaster. However, the collateral

damage, and some meanspirited meddling by a couple of Hero Association members, put Saitama

on the road to a rocky relationship with the general public. As usual, awesome artistic pyrotechnics

and masterful character depictions.Next up: coastal City J is invaded by the Clan of the Seafolk.

Heroes on the spot have nearly dealt with the attack when the most unpleasant (but visually

impressive) Deep Sea King appears, to be faced by an unlikely pair: S-Class hero Puri-Puri

Prisoner, who has broken out of jail for the occasion, and Sonic the strange ninja. A bonus chapter

at the book's end gives us the background of that peculiar situation. Dynamic and often finely

detailed art, a smoothly flowing story with a deft touch for both action and characters; another

absolutely five-star installment in an unbroken string of the same.

The difficult thing with any volume of One-Punch Man is figuring out how to slow down reading it. I'll

try to figure that out with the next volume.

This is one of my all time favorite manga/anime titles. I love that this series pokes fun at other

manga in the same genre. I've finished the anime and am on book 5 of the manga and so far the

story lines are spot on. Every volume leaves me laughing my butt off and eagerly awaiting time to

read the next.

The book continues to get better. It is a lot of fun to see the take on superheroes and bureaucracy.

Still has a long way to go, but I am definitely enjoying the series now.

Funny, interesting story and well drawn art make this a must read.

These were so fun to read
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